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THE CASE 
1  The applicant, WMC Resources, is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

BHP Billiton Ltd. 

2  The objector/plaintiff is a private citizen with prospecting and 
exploration interests. 

3  WMC Resources applies for a recommendation to the Minister that 
exemption from expenditure be granted on the basis of sections 102(2)(d) 
and 102(3) of the Mining Act 1978.  Expenditure required is $10000 and 
the application is in respect of $9,063 for the expenditure year concluding 
on 24 February 2006.   

4  The tenement in question, ML 37/96,  is located in an area where the 
applicant has other nickel interests – Lienster Nickel Operations – which 
includes Mineral Lease 255SA upon which in excess of $5.4 million has 
been expended but for which project status cannot be claimed given the 
nature of the holdings. 

5  Van Blitterswyk objects to the recommendation sought and plaints 
the tenement.  In late filed submissions (filed at the conclusion of the 
hearing) the objector/plaintiff urges the forfeiture of the tenement on the 
basis that the non-compliance is of sufficient gravity to justify same.  

6  The parties gave evidence and provided submissions and affidavits.   

THE APPLICANT/DEFENDANT’S CASE  
7  WMC Resources called Stuart Michael Fogarty, the project leader 

for Brownfield Nickel (now called BHP Billiton Nickel West Pty Ltd) and 
Ernest Phillip Poole, Geology Manager for Australian Mines Ltd (AML) 
(erroneously referred to as E. Paul in the submissions of the objector).   

8  AML’s interest in these proceedings is as the proposed purchaser of 
the tenement pursuant to an option agreement between WMC and AML. 

9  WMC is the holder of the tenement. 

10  In support of its application for an exemption WMC advanced the 
argument that the ground was unworkable and uneconomic to mine in the 
time leading up to the application.   

11  The holder agreed that the tenement had a history of grants of 
exemption between 1990 and 2006.   
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UNWORKABILITY GROUNDS 
12  The holder informed the court, by affidavit and evidence from 

Fogarty, that recognizing the unworkability of the tenement due to its size 
and location, and in the light of its desire to divest itself of the tenement, it 
had developed an option agreement for sale to AML.   

13  This evidence was supported by affidavit and evidence from Poole 
on behalf of AML. 

14  There is limited case law on the question of what constitutes 
unworkability.  It has been held that extreme inclement weather effecting 
entry and exit to the tenement constitutes a ground for exemption on the 
basis f unworkability (Dixon and McKnight v Baker (unreported Perth 
Warden’s Court 12 April 1996)). It has also been held that the 
unlikelihood of obtaining Ministerial consent to mine constitutes 
unworkability (North Kalgurli Mines Ltd v Mowana Holdings Pty Ltd 
(unreported Kalgoorlie Warden’s Court 22 May 1992. There is no case 
specifically on point on the issues raised in this case. 

15  In this case the unworkability is said to be constituted by a 
combination of factors none of which relate to accessibility of the 
resource or tenement itself.   

•  The tenement is small in size – 400m by 400m (16.06 ha).  

•  The tenement is in an isolated location and is difficult to access. 

•  The nickel deposit, determined by drilling which has taken place in 
the past, is located between 50m and 150m underground.  

•  The deposit subsumes the greater part of the southern area of the 
tenement and potentially stretches into the contiguous tenement to 
the south. 

•  The only economically viable means of exploiting the deposit is by 
open cut mining.  

•  Exploiting the deposit by open cut mining is not possible without 
the acquisition of the contiguous tenements as the lease itself is too 
small to provide for the necessary infrastructure and the overburden 
which will have to be taken off the top of the deposit. 

•  And, as an ancillary ground it is uneconomic for a large company 
such as WMC to mine this nickel deposit having regard to a number 
of factors including the need to acquire the associated tenements 
and the low price of nickel up until early 2005. 
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16  It is submitted by WMC that a smaller entity, such as AML, would 
find it economic to mine given the present price of nickel. 

17  AML agrees with this proposition and has done its economic 
modeling preparatory to entering into the purchase negotiations. 

18  The evidence from AML is that pursuant to its option agreement 
with WMC it is committed to expending considerable amounts of money 
to exploit the resource (at least $200,000 and potentially $600,000 within 
the first 12 months).   

19  AML has an established nickel mine and the means to exploit the 
resource. 

20  Poole, AML’s witness, gave evidence that AML is already in 
productive discussions with holders of contiguous tenements for the 
purposes of addressing the present unworkability of the open cut option.  
AML’s consultations in relation to the contiguous tenements include joint 
venture discussions with Peter Randles of Cottage Holdings Pty Ltd 
regarding ML 37/349 and general discussions with Breakaway Resources 
and Jubilee Mines. 

21  AML supports the evidence of WMC that the tenement in question is 
too small to be workable without the inclusion of the surrounding 
tenements.   

22  AML is ready to start work on the exploitation of the ground and the 
only reason this has not occurred is because of the objection and plaint.   

23  AML spent $9,829.12 in February 2005-February 2006 determining 
the viability of the acquisition and in reviewing and finalizing the option 
agreement.   

24  It is asserted by the objector Van Blitterswyk in his written 
submissions that this money was not expenditure ‘on or in relation to 
mining’ (see para 10 of objector’s submissions filed on 20 September 
2006) and hence it cannot be relied upon as reducing the outstanding 
expenditure requirement.  As I understand the submissions and evidence 
of the applicant/defendant it is not actively urged that this expenditure 
should be off set against that required on the tenement. 

25  Poole’s evidence on behalf of AML is that the company has work 
plans in place involving geophysics surveys, a diamond drilling program 
and metallurgical testing. 
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26  The witness Fogarty agreed with the proposition that WMC made no 
effort to acquire an interest in the surrounding tenements in the time in 
which it has been the holder of the tenement.  It was his evidence that 
WMC had, however, worked on the tenement in the past.  The chronology 
of this activity is set out in his affidavit in paragraphs 13 to 27 (sworn 6 
September 2006).   The applicant attests to exploration in 1969-1971 
locating three mineralized shoots on the lease, a re-evaluation of the lease 
in 1977, a further re-evaluation in 1989, a proposal for drilling in 1989 
which was rejected due to the economic climate, reconnaissance work 
between 1995 and 1996, the preparation of a technical report in October 
1988, and finally a geological review of the nickel deposits in the Leinster 
area which resulted in the determination to divest.  This evidence is 
advanced to show that the holder has been active in keeping exploitation 
of the lease under consideration and constant review notwithstanding the 
past history of applications for exemption.   

27  The applicant resists this submission (see para 3 (c) of the objector’s 
submissions) and argues that the historical research carried out in 1969-
1971, the 1989 re-evaluation after the grant of the lease on 25 February 
1987, the proposal for drilling from 1990-1991 (not pursued), and two 
days reconnaissance work in 1995 and 1996  does not constitute 
‘extensive exploration and analysis’. 

THE OBJECTOR/PLAINTIFF’S EVIDENCE 
28  The case of the objector/plaintiff is set out in his affidavit, evidence 

and submissions.  

29  Initially he addressed the issue of unworkability on the basis that it 
related to the question of access due to flooding or adverse weather 
conditions.  However, the objector agrees that it is plain that this is not the 
basis upon which the unworkability assertions of the applicant are based.   

30  The plaintiff also stated that he would be in a position to work the 
ground or find investors to do so and that he had equipment available to 
him in this regard.  He agreed that he did not have a diamond drill in his 
plant. 

31  The plaintiff agreed that he had not established nickel mines in the 
past and that he had made no arrangements about the off-take from the 
open cut mine which would need to be established on the tenement in the 
event mining commenced.   
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32  The plaintiff had not advanced his proposals in respect of exploiting 
the known deposit and had not made any specific investigation as to 
whether the deposit could be exploited by underground mining. 

33  The objector’s submissions argue that the applicant cannot rely upon 
the grounds that the deposit has been uneconomic under the rubric of 
section 102(3) of the Mining Act and it is also argued that if the deposit 
was unworkable because of its size and the need to obtain an interest in 
the abutting tenements then the current holder should have made these 
arrangements years ago. 

SUBMISSIONS IN RESPONSE FROM THE 
APPLICANT/DEFENDANT 

34  The submissions of the objector are resisted.   

35  It is argued, in my view legitimately, that the grounds of exemption 
in the past, including the fact that the tenement was uneconomic to 
exploit, are relevant and must be considered having regard to the recent 
authority of Haoma Mining NL v Tunza Holdings Pty Ltd and another 
[2006] WASCA 19 at paras 60-61 (and see exhibit 2 in particular the 
certificates of exemption for 2003 and 2005 nos 867/023 and 751/034 as 
to exemptions under section 102(2)(e)).  

36  It is noted by the applicant/defendant that the objector/plaintiff 
concedes that the tenement could not be exploited unless the surrounding 
tenements were enveloped in the project.  The applicant/defendant repeats 
its submissions that during the expenditure period the tenement was 
unworkable but that the objects of the Mining Act 1978 will be advanced 
by the sale to AML which has a current plan to exploit the resource by 
making it workable, that is by obtaining an interest in the surrounding 
tenements and commencing with an open cut mine. 

DETERMINATION 
37  The overarching object of the Mining Act 1978 is to encourage the 

exploitation of mineral resources.  To this end parties are required to 
expend to exploit tenements and they are also encouraged to object and 
plaint tenements which appear to have fallen out of good standing.   

38  In this case the applicant has a history of shortfall in relation to 
expenditure and of seeking and obtaining exemptions for such short falls. 
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39  Having heard the evidence and considered the submissions I am of 
the view that in this case notwithstanding the history of the tenement it is 
appropriate to recommend that this exemption application be granted. 

40  I make this recommendation on the basis that the grounds for the 
exemption pursuant to section 102(2)(d) of the Mining Act are plainly 
made out by the holder.  The tenement is plainly unworkable at present, 
and has been unworkable in the expenditure year, unless the surrounding 
tenements are acquired.  The holder has entered into negotiations with 
another party (AML) for the active exploitation of the tenement and has 
locked the purchaser into an expenditure commitment to effect that 
purpose.  The purchaser, AML, has already expended some funds in their 
attainment of the option agreement albeit these funds are not relied upon 
as having met any expenditure requirement. AML is committed to 
ensuring that the ground is worked by means of an open pit mine which 
appears from the evidence before this tribunal to be the only viable means 
by which this deposit can be exploited.  AML is actively negotiating the 
acquisition of interests in the contiguous tenements and it is committed to 
expending a considerable amount of money on the tenement in the option 
agreement it has struck with the present holder.   

41  ‘Unworkable’ in the Mining Act is not defined but, in my view 
should be understood to include the inability to exploit a tenement given 
the appropriate methodology adopted.  Here that is an open cut mine.  
Until the negotiations were commenced with surrounding tenement 
holders the tenement was unworkable as it was too small to accommodate 
the over-burden from the open cut mine together with the necessary 
infrastructure.   

42  The fact that WMC did not enter into these negotiations to obtain an 
interest in the surrounding tenements at a time when the price of nickel 
was low (that is up until 2005) does not dissuade me from my conclusion 
that the recommendation should be made.  In fact it is of importance that 
the uneconomic nature of the deposit has been recognized in past grants of 
exemption. 

43  I am satisfied that the grounds for this recommendation are made out 
pursuant to section 102(2)(d) of the Mining Act. 

44  I recommend the application for exemption be granted and that the 
objection be dismissed. 

45  The plaint is adjourned sine die ending the Minister’s determination. 


